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Key take aways

⟩ Focus: in between / «what if?» attitude

⟩ Analysis: granularity / real time

⟩ Creativity: value for itself / value for others 

⟩ Resources: money vs. new funding paradigms / crowd power

⟩ Impact: investment vs. cost / (e)valuation

⟩ Actors: atypical employment vs. new normal / skills

⟩ Governance: strategy vs. strategising / riskiness





Prof. Dr. Teresa Koloma Beck
Head of Research and Academic Community



CIRCE IS ...
an interdisciplinary and international network
of individual and institutional collaborators
from various professional fields,  

which promotes and implements
experimental & applied research on the CCE

with a focus on its public purpose oriented
activities

CIRCE functions as …

an infrastructure for experimental
research in network form
a prototype for facilitating and supporting
creative impact ventures on a policy level
a model for producing the knowledge
needed to implement evidence-based
policies in the creative ecosystem



summer 2022

fall 2023

Brexit as challenge to Cooperation and
Research in/for CCE

CIRCE funded by the German Federal Government
Commissioner for Culture and the Media with
resources from EU’s Brexit Adjustment Reserve

Reimagining cooperation post-Brexit as
chance for innovation 

CIRCE became an engine for new
connections and collaborations between
people in the creative ecosystem on both
sides of the Channel

THE ORIGIN
STORY



5Research Labs
Institutional anchors with speicialised
thematic and organisational expertise 13

Creative Impact Fund 
Entrepreneurial experimentation,
creative impact prototyping

pilot projects in the

40Fellows
Next generation of

academic and creative
researchers

18

120 individual and 
institutional collabrators

countries





CREATIVE
IMPACT

Relevance

CCE have an important role to play as
societies face polycrisis

They can be engines of technological
and social innovation  

Professionals and companies in
the CCE, developing 

new products, services, business models
or organisational forms

in view of public purpose and
societal gain

= social impact produced by creative practices



CIRCE explores and enacts togetherness 
and cohesion in Europe within and beyond EU’s borders



CIRCE Newsletter

Thanks for your attention! 
koloma-beck@u-institut.com





Present Art 
Articulate the professional sector 
Foster new forms of collaboration



Center for Contemporary Culture in the 
old tobacco factory of San Sebastián

40,000sqm and 700.000 visitors per year

Cultural ecosystem 

Public cultural offer: cinema, 3 exhibition 
halls, concerts, workshops, festivals

Most visible part



Center for Artistic Production
Artists’ space (1.000 sqm with studios, shared workshops etc)
Artists in residency programs
Mentorship programs
Training programs





MEDIALAB

Digital library and citizens’ lab - Societal Innovation
It promotes and fosters local networks and communities as key components of social 
transformation.



MEDIALAB Do it yourself and Do it with others

- Textile Group
- Food Hack Lab 
- Repair Café
- Open Data Group
- Citizen Science Groups



- What if we add to the equation art and engaged citizenship, the 
potential of collaborations in the field of science, technology and 
industry? 

- Transformation potential of the arts vs Instrumentalization

- Could this generate work for the artists and make our scientific and 
technological context more innovative and competitive? 

- Could we move from sponsorship to a real partnership? 

- Could adding the maker communities contribute to reinforce societal 
innovation? 

Creative Economies / Creative Impact



Prototypes
- Research Center proposes a challenge

- We identify the artist

- Launch a shared research and creative process

- The result is an art installation presented in Tabakalera to 

a wide audience



First prototypes of  Art/science/Industry successful, therefore:

- new ways of funding creative projects beyond cultural 
subsidies

- new professional profiles and skills needed  (artists, 
curators, cultural managers)

CIRCE funds to develop more  ambitious case studies



Some references:

Dream Painter. Exploring Trust between human and robots.
Artists Varvara&Mar. 
Produced by Tabakalera & Tekniker, in collaboration with KUKA



EXOGRAFIAS
Inclusive robotics and 
human-robot-interaction
Amaia Vicente, artist
Tekniker
Gogoa mobility robots, 
exoskeleton manufacturer





Thank you!

cmontero@tabakalera.eus


